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Chapter 1: Wealth Creation: The Invisible Hand Supported by the Hand
of Trust
Our age-old traditions have always commended wealth creation. While Kautilya’s
Arthashastra is given as a canonical example, wealth creation as a worthy human
pursuit is recognised by other traditional literature as well like – Thirukural, which says
“(Wealth) yields righteousness and joy, the wealth acquired capably without causing
any harm.”
This chapter uses ideas from ancient literatures that support the importance of ethical
wealth creation for the growth and economic development of India. In doing so, the
chapter highlighted the role played by the market in creating that ethical wealth and
how the government can enable an environment of trust for those markets to thrive.
Importance of Wealth Creation:



Historical experience: Post economic liberalisation in 1991, there has been
exponential rise in India’s GDP and GDP per capita. It also coincides with wealth
generation in the stock market. Sensex has not only grown after 1991, but has
grown at an accelerating pace. Whereas crossing the first incremental 5000
points took over 13 years from its inception in 1986, the time taken to achieve
each incremental milestone has substantially reduced over the years.
Wealth created by an entrepreneurs: Correlates strongly with the
- foreign exchange revenues earned by the entrepreneurs’ firms ; benefits that
accrue to the employees working with the entrepreneur’s firms ; the capital
expenditures made by the entrepreneur’s firms, which proxies the benefits that
manufacturers of capital equipment reap by supplying such equipment to the
entrepreneur’s firm ; helps the country’s common citizens. Tax revenues enable
Government spending on creating public goods and providing welfare benefits
to the citizen.

Wealth creation through Invisible hands of Market
Background: In Arthashstra, Kautilya advocates economic freedom by asking the King
to “remove all obstructions to economic activity” to avoid material distress and for
better future growth.
Ancient trade routes, ports and economic relations with Egypt, Rome, South East Asia
are testimony that commerce and the pursuit of prosperity is an intrinsic part of Indian
civilizational ethos.
Arthashastra as a treatise on economic policy was deeply influential
in the functioning of the economy until the 12th century. During much
of India’s economic dominance, the economy relied on the invisible hand of the
market.
t.me/insightsIAStips
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GDP in 1960: USD
0.037 trillion
GDP in 2018: USD 2.7
trillion
GDP per capita in
1960: USD 82
GDP per capita in
2018: USD 2010

The invisible hand is a
metaphor for the
unseen forces that
move the free market.
Through
individual
self-interest
and
freedom of production
as
well
as
consumption, the best
interest of society, as
a whole, are fulfilled.
The constant interplay
of individual pressures
on market supply and
demand causes the
natural movement of
prices and the flow of
trade.
The invisible hand is
part
of laissezfaire, meaning
"let
do/let go," approach
to the market. In other
words, the approach
holds that the market
will find its equilibrium
without government
or other interventions
forcing
it
into
unnatural patterns.
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The evidence since 1991 shows that enabling the invisible hand of markets,
i.e., increasing economic openness, has a huge impact in enhancing wealth both in the
aggregate and within sectors. Market economy is based on the principle that optimal
allocation of resources occurs when citizens are able to exercise free choice in the
products or services they want.
For instance, Post liberalization benefits:




Credit in the banking sector expanded at much higher rates after the sector was
opened for competition through licenses granted to private sector banks.
Growth in freight and passenger traffic in an open sector (roads)
when compared to a closed sector (railways).
Growth for open sectors such as cement and steel (Approax 7 % annual growth
rate) versus a closed sector such as coal (hovering around 5 %)
Growth in the cargo volumes in an open sector (small ports) versus a closed
sector (large ports). In last 18 years, the growth rate of large ports has been
approx 5 %, while those of small ports have been approx 12 %.

What are the instruments of Wealth creations?
Enhancing efficiency is crucial for wealth creation through:
Equal opportunity for new entrants in entrepreneurship enables efficient
resource allocation and utilization, facilitates job growth, promotes trade
growth and consumer surplus through greater product variety, and increases
the overall boundaries of economic activity. New entrants bring path-breaking
ideas and innovation that not only help the economy directly but also indirectly
by keeping the incumbents on their toes.



Promoting pro-business policies that provide equal opportunities for new
entrants. The vibrancy of economic opportunities is defined by the extent to
which the economy enables fair competition, which corresponds to a “probusiness” economy. This is in contrast to the influence of incumbents in
extracting rents from their incumbency and proximity to the corridors of
power, which corresponds to “pro-crony” economy.



Reducing government intervention : Government intervention hurt more than
it helps in the efficient functioning of markets. Here the survey discusses how
the
command
and
control
approach
of
government in some areas are limiting the efficient functioning of markets in
those areas.



Job creation through specializing jobs: Survey finds that by integrating
“Assemble in India for the world” into Make in India, India can be an enabler
because growth in exports provides a much-needed pathway for job creation in
India.
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Crony capitalism: is an
economic system in
which businesses thrive
not as a result of risk,
but rather as a return
on money accumulated
through
a
nexus
between a business
class and the political
class.
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Improving Ease of Doing Business: The pace of reforms in enabling
ease of doing business need to be enhanced so that India can be ranked within
the top 50 economies.



Efficient Banking sector: India’s banking sector is disproportionately
under-developed given the size of its economy and we need to make PSBs
more efficient.



Healthy Shadow banking sector: Shadow banking sector, accounts for a
significant proportion of financial intermediation especially in those segments
where the traditional banking sector is unable to penetrate. Survey constructs a
diagnostic to track the health of the shadow banking sector and thereby
monitor systemic risk in the financial sector.



Privatization and wealth creation: Key financial indicators such as net worth,
net profit and return on assets of the privatized CPSEs, on an average, have
increased significantly in the post-privatization period compared to the peer
firms.



Making GDP growth predictable for Investors



Making food affordable for poor (Thalinomics)



Promoting Trust as Public Good : Philosophers such as Aristotle and Confucius
(implicitly) viewed trust as a public good by explaining that “good laws make
good citizens.” Global Financial Crisis represented a glaring instance of the
failure of trust in a market economy. Closer home, the events around 2011
paint a similar picture.
The corruption perception index, which Transparency International tracks
across countries, shows India at its lowest point in recent years in 2011. Trust
deficit that developed in India during this period led to – Crony capitalism;
discretionary allocation of natural resources before 2014 led to rent seeking by
beneficiaries.
Thus, Survey introduces the idea of “trust as a public good that gets enhanced
with greater use” for supporting the wealth generation in the country.

Background : There has been a market failure in the trust that auditors examine the
accounting numbers of their clients reliably. A market failure of trust happened
around 2011-13 due to a few large unscrupulous promoters. This created large NonPerforming Assets (NPAs) in the banking system, especially for Public Sector Banks
t.me/insightsIAStips
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(PSBs). The market failure of trust percolated to a couple of major NonBanking
Financial Companies (NBFCs) as well.
Trust can be conceptualized as a public good with the characteristics of:
1. Non excludability i.e., the citizens can enjoy its benefits at no explicit financial

cost.
2. Non rival consumption i.e., the marginal cost of supplying this public good to
an extra citizen is zero.
3. Non Rejectable i.e., collective supply for all citizens means that it cannot be
rejected.
Unlike other public goods, trust grows with repeated use and therefore takes time to
build. Lack of trust represents an externality where decision makers are not
responsible for some of the consequences of their actions.
Economic thinkers might not consider trust as important factor but Philosophers
consider it of most importance.
Aristotle holds that “good laws make good citizens,” by inculcating habits and social
virtue.
Confucius advices government that “Guide them with government orders, regulate
them with penalties, and the people will seek to evade the law and be without shame.
Guide them with virtue, regulate them with ritual, and they will have a sense of shame
and become upright.” People become “upright” when guided by “virtue” and regulated
by “ritual” rather than by orders and penalties.
Arthashastra states that good governance is based on the following branches of
knowledge: Varta (economic policy), Dandaneeti (law and enforcement), Anvikshiki
(philosophical and ethical framework) and Trayi (cultural context). The importance of
Anvikshiki in Kautilya’s writings is often ignored but is critical to understanding his
worldview. Interestingly this mirrors Adam Smith who did not just advocate the
“invisible hand” but equally the importance of “mutual sympathy” (i.e. trust). The
same idea is reflected in the writings of Friedrich Hayek, who advocated not only
economic freedom but also a set of general rules and social norms that applies evenly
to everyone.
Trust is the glue that has traditionally bound our economy and is an important
ingredient in our recipe of economic well-being.
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Trust is a vital ingredient in the functioning of banking and financial markets as well. If
there is high trust, economic activity can flourish despite the increased potential for
opportunism.
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However, just because trust is functionally useful to an economy does not mean that it
will necessarily arise. We need to identify the factors that underlie opportunistic
behaviour and consider processes that facilitate trust creation since there has been a
market failure of this public good around 2011-13 and the consequences that followed
these events.
In other words, the invisible hand of the market needs the supporting hand of trust.
How to enable trust?


Reducing information asymmetry through standardising enforcement systems
and public databases thus empowering transparency.



Enhancing quality of supervision through significant enhancement in the
quantity and quality of manpower in our regulators (CCI, RBI, SEBI, IBBI)
together with significant investments in technology and analytics needs to be
made.
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Thus the wealth acquired capably without causing any harm yields righteousness and
joy. Only when wealth is created will wealth be distributed. India’s aspiration to
become a $5 trillion economy depends critically on creation of wealth by strengthening
the invisible hand of markets and supporting it with the hand of trust.
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Chapter 2: Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation at the Grassroots.
Entrepreneurs are seen as agents of change that accelerate innovation in the
economy.
Facts on Entrepreneurship in India :




India has the 3rd largest entrepreneurship ecosystem in the world.
About 70,000 new firms were created in 2014, the number has grown by about
80 per cent to about 1,24,000 new firms in 2018.
Services sector Dominance: New firm creation has gone up dramatically since
but this growth is particularly pronounced for the services sector. This fact
reflects India’s new economic structure, i.e. comparative advantage in the
Services sector.
As compared to other sectors, there exists a high negative spatial correlation
between entrepreneurial activity in manufacturing sectors and unemployment
rate in the district which means that unemployment rate reduces significantly
when new firms in the manufacturing sectors increase.





Comparative entrepreneurial intensity: Between 2006 and 2016, the mean
(median) number of new firms registered per year per 1000 workers was 0.10
(0.11). In contrast, the mean (median) entrepreneurial intensity for the United
Kingdom and the United States was 12.22 (11.84) and 12.12 (11.81)
respectively.
Dominance in Informal sector: India has low rates of entrepreneurship in the
formal economy. In contrast to the other countries, a large number of India’s
enterprises operate in the informal economy which is not captured in these
data.

Entrepreneurship and GDP: The entrepreneurial activity is related to economic growth
as it acts as an engine of economic growth and change in India. Regarding this survey
observes the following:
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A 10 per cent increase in registration of new firms per district-year yields a 1.8
per cent increase in GDDP( Gross Domestic District Product)
Though the peninsular states dominate entry of new firms, entrepreneurship is
dispersed across India and is not restricted just to a few metropolitan cities.
Spatial Heterogeneity exits in distribution of Entrepreneurial Activity in India
i.e. varied level of entrepreneurial activity across the districts. The survey finds
that all four regions except certain eastern states in India demonstrate strong
growth in entrepreneurial activity over time.
While Gujarat’s labour reforms are viewed as pro-worker, the state has also
passed other regulations that improve ease of doing business, including
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reduction in compliance burden, transparent and timely processing of approval
and renewal of applications, etc.
Rajasthan too has introduced several reforms that are viewed as pro-employer.
For example, to reduce the influence of trade unions, the state has increased
the costs of union formation by increasing the minimum membership
requirement to form a union to 30 per cent of the total workforce at an
establishment, up from 15 per cent earlier.

Determinants of Entrepreneurial Activities: These factors influence opportunities,
skills and resources available to entrepreneurs, driving firm creation and growth. All of
these factors represent key ways in which policy makers can influence spatial
distribution of entrepreneurial activity :

Physical infrastructure: Connectivity, electricity, water/ sanitation facilities, and
telecom services are fundamental to all businesses. Proximity to large
population centers likely allows the startup to expand markets and scale
operations.
However, the survey found that there exists a threshold beyond which increase
in physical infrastructure gives diminishing returns, i.e. beyond a point,
increased access to local markets may create hyper-competition and discourage
entrepreneurship.
At the same time, increased levels of basic infrastructure development might
also open up potential entrepreneurs to other opportunities and consequently,
decrease the incentives to become entrepreneurs.



Social Infrastructure - Higher Education levels in district: Enable the
development of better human capital with supply of ideas, entrepreneurs &
talent for managing growing their companies. The number of new firms formed
increases with an increase in the literacy in the district. The largest increases
appear when literacy rises above 72 per cent. This suggests that small increases
in literacy levels matter less.
For instance, the eastern part of India has the lowest literacy rate of
about 59.6 per cent according to the census of 2011. This is also the region in
which formal entrepreneurial activity is the lowest.



Population size and density: the size of the region reflects local market size and
to some degree, the potential supply of entrepreneurs and managers.
Population density also impacts other operating parameters such as
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The survey found no such threshold as in the case of physical infrastructure.
Increasing literacy levels or the formation of new colleges appear to increase
the number of new firms monotonically.
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competition for local resources and higher resource costs (for example wages
and land rents).



Digital literacy and ease of access to technology and finance are
also salient to fostering entrepreneurship and increasing productivity and
competitiveness of new ventures. Barriers to finance, especially difficulty in
accessing risk capital (versus growth capital), often disproportionately impact
small and micro firms.



Regulatory framework: Regulatory barriers to entry, competition policy,
bankruptcy legislation, tax burdens, administrative and compliance costs, and
protection of intellectual property rights, etc also affect the entrepreneurial
activity in the region.

Policy measures needed to boost Entrepreneurial activity:

8

1. Measures to increase the literacy levels rapidly through the institution of more
schools and colleges will spur entrepreneurship and consequently local wealth
creation.
Following
the
successful
contribution of privatization of engineering colleges to India’s software exports,
governments could also explore the privatization of education to augment
education capacity at all levels of education.
2. Improving Physical infrastructure: Better connectivity of villages through tar
roads will likely improve access to local markets and improve entrepreneurial
activity. And also investing in infrastructure which might boost the GDDP
directly.
3. Boost to manufacturing sector: Given the relatively higher economic
contribution of entrepreneurial activity in the manufacturing sector and its high
employment generation potential, it is important for states to consider policy
levers that enable transition of labour and resources from less productive
sectors and subsistence activity in the informal sector to these relatively more
productive establishments.
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Chapter 3 :- Pro-Business versus Pro-Crony
In this chapter, survey has discussed the impact of Pro- Business policies and
environment in comparison to Pro- crony policies and actions.
Pro-business Policy are those policies that fosters competitive markets creates a level
playing field for businesses to compete. Pro-crony policy supports incumbent firms but
does not necessarily foster competitive markets.

The Survey takes liberalization of the Indian Economy in 1991 as an example of Probusiness policy thus acting as an illustration of impact of Pro-business policy on wealth
creation. We can clearly see an increase in market dynamism in the pro-business India
of the post-liberalization period. The liberalization of the Indian economy in 1991
unleashed competitive markets. It enabled the forces of creative destruction,
generating benefits that we still witness today.
Here ‘churning process’ of the stock market is taken as an identifier for creative
destruction.
For instance, the pro business sentiments can be seen through the lens of SENSEX
growth. Broadly, the growth of the Sensex as seen in the Figure 1 can be divided into
three phases after 1999 :
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Phase I from 1999 to 2007 saw acceleration in the growth of the Sensex, with
each successive 5000-point mark taking lesser and lesser time to achieve.
Phase II from 2007 to 2014 saw a slowdown in the index’s growth. This phase
coincides with the global slowdown in 2008 among other unfavourable events.
Phase III began in 2014 and saw a revival in response to structural reforms and
improvement in global liquidity. Strikingly, in this phase, the Sensex jumped
from the 30,000 mark to the 40,000 mark in just two years.
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Pro Business, Creative destruction and Wealth creation













The years following 1991 liberalization saw the rapid emergence of new firms,
new ideas, new technologies and new operating processes, causing a steep
revision of the Sensex in 1996.
New sectors like banks and financials entered the index for the first time,
eroding the predominance of the manufacturing sector on the index, placing
the services sector on the map for the first time.
The diversity of sectors in the Sensex steadily increased over time following
market reforms. The initial Sensex of 1986 was dominated by the Materials and
Consumer Discretionary sectors, accounting for two-thirds of the firms on the
Sensex. Sectors like financials, telecommunications and information
technology were non-existent in the index then. With the entry of these new
sectors, today’s Sensex is far less concentrated than the Sensex of the 1980s
and 1990s, and mirrors the far lower sectoral concentration of the Indian
economy as a whole.
Over the years, the share of services sector in the total number of
companies on the Sensex has changed from being negligible in the 1980s to the
dominant status today. The rising share in market capitalization has been
accomplished by a rise in number of companies rather than a rise in size of
incumbents, suggesting greater competition within these sectors.
The difference between the sizes of the largest and smallest firms is rapidly
shrinking, and consequently monopoly power in the economy is declining and
making way for more competitive markets. In 1991, the size of the largest firm
was nearly 100 times the smallest firm which got reduced to 12 in 2018.
Consumers benefit from an increased variety of goods and services, lower
prices and incessant improvement in the quality of existing products.
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Pro business policy fosters competitive markets creates a level playing field for
businesses to compete. It unleashes the powerful forces of creative destruction, which
create wealth.
Creative destruction (read the box in margin) brings new innovations into the market
that serve people better than the old technologies they displace. It brings new firms
into the markets, which compete with existing firms and lower prices for consumers. It
brings dynamism to the marketplace that keeps firms on their toes, always on the
lookout for the next big way to serve consumers.
When creative destruction is fostered, sectors as a whole will always outperform
individual companies within the sector in creating wealth and maximizing welfare.
Therein lies the motivation for India to pursue pro-business, rather than pro-crony,
growth.

Creative destruction is
a process through
which something new
brings
about
the
demise of whatever
existed before it.
Joseph Schumpeter,
an Austrian-American
economist, developed
the concept of creative
destruction from the
works of Karl Marx.
The term is most often
used
to
describe
disruptive
technologies such as
the railroads or, in our
own time, the Internet.

Pro-Crony and Wealth Destruction

Survey uses 75 Indian firms (identified as “connected”) as proxy to firms that may
benefit from pro-crony policies. The effect is evaluated by comparing the growth of
connected vs unconnected firms :





In late 2010, the Comptroller and Auditor General’s audit report on the 2G
spectrum allocation named a list of private companies that benefitted from
alleged collusions in the allocation of the 2G spectrum.
The CAG report on the 2G allocations provides a watershed moment as it
appears to have reversed the fortunes for “connected” firms to have reversed
the fortunes for “connected” firms.
Pre-2010, “connected” firms outperformed (read the example given in the box)
the Sensex but post-2010, “connected” firms significantly underperformed in
contrast to the Sensex.

Impact of Pro- Crony Policies:
 Pro-crony, when compared to probusiness, policies can create various indirect
costs as well. When opportunities for crony rent-seeking exist, firms shift their
focus away from growth through competition and innovation towards building
political relationships, thus undermining the economy’s capacity for wealth
creation.
 Further, the rents sought by cronies are paid for by genuine businesses and
citizens who are not receiving any preferential treatment. Such a transfer of
wealth exacerbates income inequality in the economy, as crony firms leverage
their connections to extract a larger share of existing wealth instead of
expanding the available wealth.
International example: A recent World Bank study of cronyism in Ukraine finds that
the country would grow 1 to 2 per cent faster if all political connections were
eliminated ! Politically connected firms in Ukraine account for over 20 per cent of the
t.me/insightsIAStips
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For example : - Had an
investor invested Rs
100
in
these
“connected” firms at
the start 2007, her
investment
would
have grown to Rs 190
by the start of 2010.
On the other hand,
had she invested Rs
100 in the BSE500, the
investment
would
have grown to Rs 150.
The “connected” index
yielded an average
return of 17.5 per cent
per annum during this
period, whereas the
BSE 500 index yielded
an average return of
10.5 per cent per
annum. “Connected”
firms
thus
outperformed
the
broad index of the
stock market by 7
percentage points a
year on average till
2010. Put differently,
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Pro-crony policies, in contrast to pro-business ones, erode wealth in the economy as
cronyism fosters inefficiencies by inhibiting the process of creative destruction.
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total turnover of all Ukrainian companies. The study finds that these politically
connected firms :(i)
are larger than non-connected peers,
(ii)
pay lower effective tax rates,
(iii)
are less productive in terms of total factor productivity (TFP),
(iv)
are less profitable, and
(v)
grow slower
Indian Case study: A study by economists in 2016 examined bidding data on more than
88,000 rural roads built under the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) and
juxtapose this data with election results for the period of 2001 to 2013. The study finds
that after close election victories, contractors affiliated to the winning politician are
more likely to be awarded road projects.
Further, the authors use Census 2011 data at the village level to check whether roads
listed as completed in the PMGSY monitoring data are also captured in the Census
data. It was found that several roads recorded as complete in PMGSY monitoring data
were missing from the Census, suggesting that these roads were never actually built or
completed.
Around 26 per cent of roads listed as completed prior to the census in PMGSY data are
missing from the 2011 Census data. Preferential allocation of roads increases the
likelihood of such “missing” roads by as much as 86 per cent.
Other instances of Crony acts in India:1. Coal block allocation: In August 2012, the CAG report on coal block allocations
examined the effectiveness of the processes adopted in allocation of coal
blocks. On 24 September 2014, the Supreme Court of India cancelled 214 of the
218 allocations made by the Government of India over a span of 15 years. The
Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Bill, 2014, and its subsequent rules, were passed
in December 2014, and the Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Act, 2015, was
included in the Indian mining legislative framework. The Act ensured that any
future allocation of coal blocks would solely be through competitive auctions.
The authors of the study also find evidence that one-time payments to
directors like commissions, perquisites and consulting expenses increase
following the discretionary allocation.

Every rupee lent to a wilful defaulter constitutes an erosion of wealth. Money
lent to a genuine business creates assets, which generate profit and
employment. As of 2018, it amounted to Rs. 1.4 lakh crore. This amount is
almost equal budget allocation for health, education and social protection or
2.5 times the allocation towards MGNREGA, as shown below in the figure 18.
t.me/insightsIAStips
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2. Riskless returns: The case of Wilful Defaulters : Wilful default occurs when
firms take loans, divert the proceeds out of the firm for the personal benefit of
owners, default on loans and declare bankruptcy, thereby expropriating a range
of stakeholders – lenders, minority shareholders, employees, regulators and
State coffers.
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The cost of such wilful default is borne by the common man. Public sector banks get
their equity from taxes paid by the common man. They get their debt from deposits
made by the common man. When unscrupulous firms willfully default, it is the
common man who loses. Rich businesses that want to get richer use wilful default as
an instrument to redistribute wealth away from the poor. Not only that, wilful default
if unchecked would increase the cost of borrowing for everyone else, including genuine
businesses with profitable investment opportunities before them.
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Conclusion: Pro-crony policies hurt markets. Such policies may promote narrow
business interests and may hurt social welfare because what crony businesses may
want may be at odds with the same. For example, crony businesses may lobby the
government to limit competition in their industry, restrict imports of competing goods
or reduce regulatory oversight.
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Chapter 4 - Undermining Markets: When Government Intervention Hurts
More Than It Helps
Government intervention, sometimes though well intended, often ends up
undermining the ability of the markets to support wealth creation and leads to
outcomes opposite to those intended.
Economic freedom enhances wealth creation by enabling efficient allocation of
entrepreneurial resources and energy to productive activities, thereby promoting
economic dynamism.
Facts :



The Index of Economic Freedom, which is brought out by the Heritage
Foundation, India was categorized as ‘mostly unfree’ with a score of 55.2 in
2019 ranking the Indian economy 129th among 186 countries, i.e., in the
bottom 30 per cent of countries.
The Global Economic Freedom Index, which is brought out by the Fraser
Institute, India ranks 79th among 162 countries with 108th rank in business
regulation.

The low rank in economic freedom makes it evident that India chains opportunities for
wealth creation by shackling economic freedom for its citizens.
Government can affect markets either through direct participation (as a market maker
or as a buyer or supplier of goods and services), or through indirect participation in
private markets (for example, through regulation, taxation, subsidy or other influence).
Any Government intervention of the first kind, however, affects the dynamic
interaction of supply and demand in markets and thereby determination of
‘equilibrium’ market prices.
The Indian economy is replete with examples where Government intervenes even if
there is no risk of market failure, and in fact, in some instances its intervention has
created market failures.
Few of those interventions, which has been discussed are:1.
2.
3.
4.

Essential Commodities Act (ECA), 1955
Drug Price Controls Under ECA
Government Intervention In Grain Markets
Debt Waivers

Essential Commodities Act (ECA), 1955



Controls the production, supply and distribution of, and trade and commerce
in, certain goods such as vegetables, pulses, edible oils, sugar etc., which are
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treated as essential commodities by Imposing Stockholding limit, restrict
movement of goods, and mandate compulsory purchases under the system of
levy.
The powers to implement the provisions of the Act are delegated to the States.
The purported aim of this Act is to ensure affordability of essential commodities
for the poor by restricting hoarding.

Impact : Creates Market Distortions : As agriculture is a seasonal activity, it is essential
to store produce for the off-season to ensure smoothened availaibility of a product at
stable prices throughout the year.
Therefore, producers face an inherent tradeoff between building an inventory in the
harvest season and drawing down inventory in the lean season. ECA interferes with
this mechanism by disincentivising investments in warehousing and storage facilities
due to frequent and unpredictable imposition of stock limits.

Further, this reduces the effectiveness of free trade and flow of commodities from
surplus areas to markets with higher demand. ECA also affects the commodity
derivative markets as traders may not be able to deliver on the exchange platform the
promised quantity, owing to stock limits.
The Act distorts markets by increasing uncertainty and discouraging the entry of large
private sector players into agricultural-marketing.
These market distortions further aggravate the price volatility in agricultural
commodities- the opposite of what it is intended for.
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Under the ECA, states are required to enforce the adherence to any stock limits
specified under the Act. Given that around 76000 raids were conducted during 2019
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and assuming that a minimum of 5 persons are involved in a raid, a considerable
administrative effort is utilized for the enforcement of the Act.

As per the reports received from the State Governments/ UT Administrations, the
conviction rate under the Act is abysmally low at 2-4 per cent on an average. As on
16.12.2019 which is the latest available from Department of Consumer Affairs, total
raids conducted in 2019 under ECA were 76,033 but number of persons convicted
were only 2941, which equals only 3.8 per cent of the total raids conducted.
Needed: Supporting development of commodity futures markets would help efficient
discovery of market expected future prices, which can provide a better basis for
private storage decisions and avoid ‘peaks’ and ‘troughs’ in prices.
Development of effective forecasting mechanisms, stable trade policies, and increasing
integration of agricultural markets can serve the purpose of stabilising prices of
agricultural markets more efficiently than government fiat imposed through ECA.
Drug Price Controls under ECA
Purpose: Given the important task of ensuring access to essential lifesaving drugs and
to avoid poor households from falling into poverty, Governments often resort to price
controls for drugs.
In India, the Government has historically relied on price controls to regulate the prices
of pharmaceutical drugs through the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA)
and Drug (Prices Control) Order (DPCO). The National List of Essential Medicines
(NLEM), prepared by Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, is a list of medicines
considered essential and high priority for India’s health needs.
DPCOs are issued by the Government, in exercise of the powers conferred under
section 3 of the ECA to ensure that the medicines listed under NELM are available at a
reasonable price to the general public.
Impact :
Survey estimates show that the prices of drugs that came under DPCO, 2013
increased on average by Rs 71 per mg of the active ingredient. For drugs that
were unaffected by DPCO, 2013, the prices increased by Rs 13 per mg of the
active ingredient.



The prices of formulations that came under DPCO, 2013 and that were mostly
sold at hospitals increased by Rs. 99 per mg. In the case of formulations mostly
sold in hospitals that were unaffected by DPCO, 2013, the prices increased by
only Rs. 25 per mg.
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Estimates also show that the DPCO, 2013 order increased prices by about 21
per cent for the cheaper formulations. However, in the case of costly
formulations, the increase was about 2.4 times.

For instance, impact of DPCO has been compared below in the graphs :

Government Intervention in Grain market
Purpose : In the grain markets in India, Government has sought to achieve food
security while ensuring remunerative prices to producers and safeguarding the interest
of consumers by making supplies available at affordable prices.
In trying to achieve this, the state controls input prices such as those of fertilizer,
water, and electricity, sets output prices, undertakes storage and procurement through
administrative machinery, and distributes cereals across the country through the PDS.
Impact :



The Government has emerged as the single largest procurer and hoarder of
foodgrains. Government procures around 40-50 per cent of the total markets
surplus of rice and wheat emerging as the dominant buyer of these grains.
In some States like Punjab and Haryana, this share of purchase by Government
reaches as high as 80-90 per cent.

17
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A record procurement of 44.4 million tonnes of rice and 34 million tonnes of wheat
was done in 2018-19. Thus the government, as the single largest buyer of rice and
wheat, is virtually a monopsonist in the domestic grain market and is a dominant
player crowding out private trade. This disincetivizes the private sector to
undertake long-term investments in procurement, storage and processing of these
commodities.
MSPs that are designed to be indicative prices for producers at the
beginning of the sowing season and floor prices as an insurance mechanism for
farmers from any fall in prices. Estimates shows that an increase in MSP translates
into farmers offering their produce for the open-ended procurement by the
Government. This also indicates that market prices do not offer remunerative
options for the farmers and MSPs have, in effect, become the maximum prices
rather than the floor price – the opposite of the aim it is intended for.
Given the obligations under the Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) earlier
and now under the National Food Security Act (NFSA), 2013 that covers upto 75
per cent of the rural population and 50 per cent of the urban population to receive
subsidized foodgrains, Government has also emerged as the single largest hoarder
of rice and wheat. As against the buffer stock norm of 41.1 million tonnes of rice &
wheat (as on 1 July of each year), total Central Pool stocks were at 74.3 million
tonnes on 1 July, 2019 (Figure 18). The current peak comprises 45.8 million tonnes
of wheat (against a buffer norm of 27.58 million tonnes) and 28.4 million tonnes of
rice (against a buffer norm of 13.5 million tonnes)

Accounting for the fact that the economic cost of FCI for acquiring, storing and
distributing foodgrains is about 40 per cent more than the procurement price, the
current mix of policies of assured procurement (at MSPs), storage (through a
monopolist administrative government organistion) and distribution under TPDS
have contributed to building up of a high cost foodgrain economy. These policies
have led to burgeoning burden of food subsidy which largely covers the
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procurement cost of FCI (difference between the MSP and the Central issue prices
(CIP) of foodgrains under PDS) and distribution and carrying costs of FCI
Given fiscal constraints, there is always a trade-off between allocating money
through subsidies and increasing investments.


NSS 73rd round on consumer expenditure shows that the share of cereals in
Monthly Per Capita Expenditure (MPCE) has fallen by about 33 per cent in rural
India and about 28 per cent in urban India from 2004-05 to 2011-12 (latest
estimates available). This is in line with decreasing consumption of food and
increasing expenditure on non-food items as incomes rise. This trend of decreasing
demand for cereals and increasing supply of cereals shows that the production
pattern is not synchronized with the demand patterns.
The farmers are deriving their signals, not from the demand patterns (reflected in
the actual market prices) but from the Government policies of procurement and
distribution policies for grains. Thus, the intervention of Government has led to a
disconnect between demand and supply of grains in foodgrain markets.






It is evident that if foodgrain markets are opened for active participation of private
players with Government as an equal player (and not as a monopsonist in
procurement and monopolist in storage and distribution), competition would lead
to more efficiency in the operations and development of adequate infrastructure in
storage and warehousing.
The policies, therefore, need to move on now to incentivize diversification and
environmentally sustainable production.
The farmers need to be empowered through direct investment subsidies and cash
transfers, which are crop neutral and do not interfere with the cropping decisions
of the farmer.
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The coverage of NFSA needs to be restricted to the bottom 20 per cent and the
issue prices for others could be linked to the procurement prices.
A better alternative would be giving income transfers to consumers through Direct
Benefit Transfers (DBT). It may be noted here that internationally, there is a move
towards conditional cash transfers (CCTs), aimed at tackling problems of food
insecurity and poverty and for nudging people towards improved health and
education levels.
At the macro level, the agricultural marketing, trade (both domestic and foreign)
and distribution policies need to be aligned so that farmers receive the correct
signals for diversification into remunerative and sustainable production.

Examples of Successful Conditional Cash transfers Schemes :-

Government intervention in credit markets, in the form of full or partial,
conditional or unconditional, debt relief has become increasingly common at the state
level in India. The phenomenon of granting debt waivers to farmers just before or after
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an election, which was to fulfill the promise made in the election manifesto, had died
down in the early nineties. However, this phenomenon has become widespread after
the large-scale farm debt waiver announced by the union government in 2008.

Impact :



Neither agricultural investment nor productivity increased after the waiver.
Consequently, there was little impact on consumption as well. In other words, a
stimulus worth close to 2 per cent of the GDP did not have any meaningful real
impact on the lives of the farmers.
Debt waivers impact credit markets negatively as well. An anticipated waiver may
lead to moral hazard and destroy the credit culture.

Needed: A waiver can at best be an emergency medicine to be given in rare cases after
a thorough diagnosis and identification of illness and not a staple diet. In most cases,
its side effects, the unintended consequences, far outweigh any plausible short term
benefits.
Legislative changes required to reduce Government Interventions:1. Factories act, 1948 which regulates occupational health in factories and docks,
raises cost of health and safety entitlements (as gives prosecutor power to
‘Chief Inspector’) and may nudge capital away from labor. Thus to avoid this, it
is proposed to be subsumed by the Occupational Safety, Health and Working
Conditions Code, 2019.

3. Recovery of Debts due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993 : Led to
establishment of Debt Recovery Tribunals (DRTs) for “expeditious adjudication
and recovery of debts due to banks and financial institutions”. However, there
are huge delays due to insufficient number of presiding officers, recoveries
taking two years instead of the recommended statutory six months, lack of
sufficient judicial experience by recovery officers, and inconsistency of the
decision making process between tribunals. With the IBC now firmly in place to
fix the problem of non-performing assets, the DRTs can be phased out or
integrated with the IBC.
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2. Sick Textile Undertakings (Nationalisation) Act, 1974 : To acquire sick textile
units, reorganize and rehabilitate them. 103 sick textile mills were nationalised
and transferred to the National Textile Corporation (NTC). The Act was
amended in 1995 to allow NTC to transfer, mortgage or dispose of land, plant,
machinery or other assets for the better management, modernization,
restructuring or revival of a sick textile undertaking. However, The
nationalization of these mills failed to achieve the desired objectives of
rehabilitating or reorganising them and failed to deliver yarn, cloth, fair prices
or jobs.
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Above mentioned legislations are only few of the acts which we need to repeal or
amend. Like these, there many such acts, which needs to be repealed in order to
create free market and for wealth creation.
Conclusion: There should be Government intervention but eliminating instances of
needless Government intervention will enable competitive markets and thereby spur
investments and economic growth. Therefore, there is a need to maintain a proper
balance between what markets can do and what they cannot do. (As shown below in
figure 25)

22

Case study : Andhra Pradesh government’s 2010 intervention in micro-finance
loans had a contagious impact on other segments of credit markets such as bank
loans. In October, 2010, the government of Andhra Pradesh issued an ordinance
virtually banning almost all loan recovery practices of micro-finance lenders.
However, the loan delinquency rates in the micro-finance went up significantly
following this intervention. The intervention had a contagious impact on bank
loans as well. Rate of defaults and the rate of non-performing assets rose on
bank loans increased by 12.4 per cent and 24.5 per cent respectively following
this intervention. Finally, as the flow of new credit reduced by half, government
intervention that intended to help micro-finance borrowers ended up hurting
borrowers by depriving them of credit.
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Chapter 5-Creating Jobs and Growth by Specializing to Exports in
Network Products.
As job creation is a prerequisite to wealth creation and India’s growth, this chapter
articulates a strategy for India to take a leap in the current environment for
international trade. The current environment for international trade presents India an
unprecedented opportunity to chart a China-like, labour-intensive, export trajectory
and thereby create unparalleled job opportunities for our demographic dividend.
Opportunities:

Growth in exports provides a much needed pathway for job creation in India.
For instance, in just the five year period 2001- 2006, labour-intensive exports
enabled China to create 70 million jobs for workers with primary education.
In India, increased exports explain the conversion of about 800,000 jobs from
informal to formal between 1999 and 2011, representing 0.8 per cent of the
labour force (ILO report 2019).



Labour shortage in China and US- China Trade War present India an
unprecedented opportunity to chart a similar export trajectory as that pursued
by China and creates unparalleled job opportunities for its youth.
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Facts on India’s Export scenario:-
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Post the 1991 reforms, India’s share in merchandise (goods) exports has grown
at 13.2 per cent per annum.
India’s share in world exports has increased from 0.6 per cent in 1991 to 1.7
per cent in 2018. Yet, even by 2018, India’s world market share remains paltry
compared to 12.8 per cent for China.
Imports of merchandise have grown faster (at the rate of 14.9 per cent per
annum during 1993-2018) than exports, resulting in increasing trade deficits.

India’s vs. Chinas export performance: Before outlining the potential strategies for the
immediate future, the Survey examines the reasons for India’s under-performance in
exports vis-à-vis China.


Diversification of products China India gap in world market share is almost fully
driven by the effect of specialization. On the other hand, India is clearly catching
up with China in terms of diversification across products and markets.
Overall, high diversification combined with low specialization implies that India
is spreading its exports thinly over many products and partners, leading to its
lacklustre performance compared to China.
The bottom line is that if India wants to become a major exporter, it should
specialize more in the areas of its comparative advantage and achieve
significant quantity expansion.
Low Level of Participation in Global Value Chains : India’s participation in GVCs
has been low compared to the major exporting nations in East and Southeast Asia
China’s export composition shows a strong bias towards traditional labour
intensive industries and labour-intensive stages of production processes within
capital intensive industries (in particular, assembly of electronics and electrical
machinery).
During the first decade of its trade liberalization (1980- 1990) China’s export
growth was mainly based on its specialisation in unskilled labour intensive
products; its share in China’s export basked increased from 27.8 per cent in 1980
to
46.5
per
cent
in
1990.
On
the
other
hand, the share of unskilled labour intensive products in India’s export basket
remained around 30 per cent during 1980-2000, before experiencing a premature
decline since 2000.
While capital-intensive products account for a higher share in China’s export
basket than that of India’s, it is important to emphasize two contrasting patterns.
First, exports of capital-intensive products from China expanded since 2000 after
the country recorded a major export expansion, for nearly two decades (19802000),
of
traditional
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unskilled labour intensive products. By contrast, India had not undergone a similar
transition. Second, in contrast to India, export growth of capital-intensive products
from China has been driven by its high level of participation in GVCs within these
industries.


Low Market Penetration in High Income Countries The high-income OECD markets
accounted for 49.7 per cent of China’s exports in 2018 while the corresponding
figure for India was 40.2 per cent ; similarly, high-income OECD and other high
income countries together accounted for 63.9 per cent of China’s exports while
that of India was 56.7 per cent.
India has gained a competitive advantage in relatively low and middle income
country markets but at the cost of losing the much bigger markets in richer
countries.

What shall be done to boost export and create more jobs ?
Keeping in mind the comparative advantage in labour-intensive activities and the
imperative of creating employment for a growing labour force India Should focus on
two group of Industries.
First, there exists a significant unexploited export potential in India’s traditional
unskilled labour-intensive industries such as textiles, clothing, footwear and toys.
Second, India has huge potential to emerge as a major hub for final assembly in a
range of products, referred to as “network products” (NP) The GVCs in these
industries are controlled by leading MNEs such as Apple, Samsung, Sony etc. within
“producer
driven”
networks.
In
general,
these
products
are not produced from start to finish within a given country; instead, countries
specialize in particular tasks or stages of the good’s production sequence.
Focus on “ Network Products” : A group of Industries, where production processes are
globally fragmented and controlled by leading Multi National Enterprises (MNEs)
within their “producer driven” global production networks.
Examples of network products include computers, electronic and electrical equipment,
telecommunication equipment, road vehicles etc.

By importing components and assembling them in China for the world, China created
jobs at an unprecedented scale. Similarly, by integrating “Assemble in India for the
world” into Make in India (as shown below in figure 8), India can raise its export
market share to about 3.5 per cent by 2025 and 6 per cent by 2030 is highly feasible. In
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For Example : Within the iPod value chain, China specializes in assembly while parts &
components are imported. The factory-gate price of an assembled iPod was estimated
to be $144 in 2008, but only $4 of this constituted Chinese value added (3 per cent of
factory gate price). However, China assembled almost all of the 54.83 million iPods
that Apple sold, which led to aggregate domestic value added of $219 million.
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the process, India would create about 4 crore well-paid jobs by 2025 and about 8 crore
by 2030.

World Exports of Network Products: Trends and Patterns


World exports of NP increased steadily from US$ 2.01 Trillion in 2000 to US$
5.41 Trillion in 2018. On an average, NP accounts for about 42 per cent of world
manufactured exports.



Asia’s share in world exports of NP increased phenomenally from about 37 per
cent in 2000 to 51 per cent in 2018. East Asia accounted for the bulk of total
Asian exports followed by Southeast. Rest of Asia (including South, Central and
Western Asia) accounted for just 3 per cent of the total Asian exports.



India’s
export
of
NP
increased
from
about
US$2
billion
in 2000 to US$32 billion in 2018, its participation in this market remains
miniscule compared to that of other Asian countries. Despite
some increase, NP exports accounts for a very small share (10 per cent in 2018)
in India’s export basket. In contrast, these products account for about one half
of the total national exports of China, Japan and Korea.



Main category of NP exported by India is Road vehicles with a share of 4.9 per
cent in its total exports in 2018 (up from 1.3 per cent in 2000). In contrast,
Electrical machinery, which accounts for the largest share in the export baskets
of China (16.8 per cent) and Korea (30.5 per cent), accounts for less than 3 per
cent of India’s total exports.



Automobiles: Several leading automobile companies have established
assembly plants in India and some of them have begun to use India as an export
base within their production. Since the early 2000s, India’s exports of
assembled cars (completely built units) have increased at a much faster rate
than automobile parts.



Mobile handset: The case of mobile phone assembly is another recent success
story for India. In contrast to auto industry, the MNEs that have set up
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production bases in India’s electronics and electrical goods industries have
been mainly involved in production for the domestic market.
India toppled Vietnam to become the second largest manufacturer of mobile
phones globally following China in 2018 with a world share of 11 per cent. India
could manufacture around 1.25 billion handsets across various segments by
2025, firing up an industry worth around $230 billion (ICEA-McKinsey report,
2018). Between 2013 and 2017, while India’s import of telecom handsets
declined from US$4.47 billion to US$3.31 billion that of telecom parts increased
steadily from US$1.34 billion to US$9.41 billion. At the same time exports of
telecom handset increased significantly during the last three years. This pattern
is consistent with the emergence of India as an assembly centre for telecom
handsets.

Potential Gains: Assuming that India can increase its world export share for
NP from the current level of 0.6 per cent to over 6 per cent by 2030, then the total
number of jobs attributed to exports (direct employment in NP sector plus
employment caused by NP sector’s backward linkages with other sectors supplying
inputs to the former) will go up from 4.4 million in 2020 to 14.3 million in 2025 and
25.5 million in 2030.
Are Free Trade agreements beneficial?
An apprehension is that most of the FTAs that India had signed in the
past had not worked in “India’s favour.” The argument that is put forward is that the
agreements led to worsening of India’s trade deficit with the partner countries with
which the agreements have been signed. Survey analysed the FTAs signed by India
between 1993 and 2018 and found that :


Therefore, from the perspective of trade balance, India has clearly “gained” in
terms of 0.7 per cent increase in trade surplus per year for manufactured
products and of 2.3 per cent increase in trade surplus per year for total
merchandise.
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The overall impact on India’s exports to the partners, with which the
agreements have been signed, is at 13.4 per cent for manufactured products
and 10.9 per cent for total merchandise.
The overall impact on imports is found to be lower at 12.7 per cent for
manufactured products and 8.6 per cent for total merchandise.
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Way forward
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While the short to medium term objective is the large scale expansion of
assembly activities by making use of imported parts & components.
Giving a boost to domestic production of parts & components (upgrading
within GVCs) should be the long term objective.
The ongoing reform measures to provide greater flexibility in the labour
market should continue.
A pro-active FDI policy is also critical as MNEs are the leading vehicles for the
country’s entry into global production networks while local firms play a role as
subcontractors
and
suppliers
of
intermediate
inputs to MNEs.
Assembly processes require not only trainable low-cost unskilled labour but
also a lot of middle-level supervisory manpower. For example, when Apple
employed
7,00,000
factory
workers
in
China,
it also employed 30,000 engineers on-site to supervise those workers.
A low level of service link costs (costs related to transportation,
communication, and other tasks involved in coordinating the activity in a given
country with what is done in other countries) is a pre-requisite for countries to
strengthen their participation in GVCs. Supply disruptions in a given location
due to shipping delays, power failure, political disturbances, labour disputes etc
could disrupt the entire production chain.
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Chapter 6 Targeting Ease of Doing Business in India
“The King (i.e., the State) shall promote trade and commerce by setting up
trade routes by land and by water, and establishing market towns and ports”
–Kautilya’s Arthashastra, 4th century B.C.
As the above quote highlights and in order to achieve a target of USD 5 trillion
economy by 2024-25, ease of doing business is key to entrepreneurship, innovation
and wealth creation.
Status of Ease of Doing business




World ranking : India has made substantial gains in the World Bank’s Doing
Business rankings from 142 in 2014 to 63 in 2019. It has progressed on seven out
of the 10 parameters.
However, India continues to trail in parameters such as Ease of Starting Business
(rank 136), Registering Property (rank 154), Paying Taxes (rank 115), and
Enforcing Contracts (rank 163)

Global comparison: only with respect to parameters where India is lagging.
Setting up of a business :
 The number of procedures required to set up a business in India, for example,
has reduced from 13 to 10 over the past ten years.
 Today, it takes an average of 18 days to set up a business in India, down from
30 days in 2009.
 On the other hand, New Zealand has a seamless process of business
incorporation which takes place through a single window via one agency. It
just takes half-a-day with a single form and minimal cost to set up a business in
New Zealand



Property registration
 It takes nine procedures, at least 49 days, and 7.4-8.1 per cent of the
property value to register one’s property in India. Moreover, the number of
procedures,
time
and
cost
has
increased
over
the
last
10 years.
 Meanwhile, New Zealand has only two procedures and a minimal cost of 0.1
per cent of the property value.



Paying taxes
 Even though the number of payments per year has significantly reduced in
India from 59 to 12 over the last decade, time spent on this activity has not
reduced much.
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 While India takes 250-254 hours per year to pay taxes, New Zealand
spends just 140 hours a year. Interestingly, time spent to pay taxes in New
Zealand has doubled from 2009 to 2019.



Enforcing contracts
 While India takes 1,445 days to resolve an average dispute, New
Zealand takes approximately one-seventh of it, i.e., 216 days.
 Given the potential economic and social multipliers of a well-functioning
legal system, this may well be the best investment India can make.

When compared to the performance of India’s peer nations, namely China, Brazil, and
Indonesia, on the same parameters, it can be seen that China fares much better than
India on virtually all parameters. The comparisons with other nations are not so onesided. India does better than Brazil and Indonesia with respect to many parameters.
Challenges being faced by companies to Operate in India:1. Density of legislation and Statutory Compliance Requirements in
Manufacturing: Manufacturing units have to conform with 6,796 Sections /
Rules of such acts that are required to be complied with by manufacturing units
in India. items, which is a tedious and time consuming task.
Few of the Applicable Rules and Statutory Laws for Manufacturing are: Apprentices Act, 1961 with 37 sections and 14 Rules, total 51 items for
Compliance.
 Companies Act, 2013 with 470 sections and 19 rules, total 489 items for
Compliance.
 Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 with 54 sections.
 Indian Boilers Act, 1923 with 34 sections and 626 rules, total 660 items for
compliance.
2. Starting a Business : Regulatory Hurdles in Opening a restaurant : A survey
showed that the number of licenses required to open a restaurant in India are
significantly more than elsewhere. While China and Singapore require only four
licenses.

Difference in Approach : Moreover, in India, only the list of licenses and
permissions can be obtained from a government portal or information center.
On the other hand, in New Zealand, the website of Auckland Council (operated
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According to the National Restaurants Association of India (NRAI), a total of 36
approvals are required to open a restaurant in Bengaluru, Delhi requires 26,
and Mumbai 22. Moreover, Delhi and Kolkata also require a ‘Police Eating
House License’. The number of documents needed to obtain this license from
Delhi Police is 45 – far more than the number of documents required for a
license to procure new arms and major fireworks, 19 and 12 respectively.
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by a private third-party agency) has all detailed guides and stepwise procedures
about permissions, fees and timeline to open a restaurant. The website is also
equipped with ready-to-use business plan templates and comprehensive
information on different businesses irrespective of the scale of business.

3. Construction Permits : When compared to the best in class Hong Kong, which
tops the World Bank rankings for ease of obtaining construction permits, it can
be seen that Hong Kong takes just over two months to obtain a construction
permit, while Delhi takes almost four months. Moreover, it takes 35 days to get
water and sewer connection in Delhi.
4. Small capacities and consequently low manufacturing efficiencies
Compared to Bangladesh, China, and Vietnam, which have more than 80 per
cent of market value of exports by large enterprises, India has 80 per cent by
small enterprises.
Moreover, in India it can take 7-10 days to reach a port whereas in countries
like China, Bangladesh and Vietnam it takes less than a day. Thus, the Indian
supply chain ends up with a large number of small consignments clogging
already inefficient logistics pathways.

5. Trading Across Borders indicator records the time and cost associated with the
logistical process of exporting and importing goods. Globally, transportation by
ports is the most favored followed by railways and then roads, whereas in India
it is the opposite.

It must be noted that almost 70 per cent of the delays (both in exports and
imports) occur on account of port or border handling processes which
essentially pertain to procedural complexities (number and multiplicity of
procedures required for trade), multiple documentations and involvement of
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While India takes 60-68 and 88-82 hours in border and documentary
compliance for exports and imports respectively, Italy takes only one hour for
each. Moreover, the cost of compliance is zero in Italy. In India, it costs US$
260-281 and US$ 360-373 for exports and imports respectively.
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multiple agencies for approvals and clearances. It is also observed that time
delays and procedural inefficiencies end up pushing cost to trade.

Case studies of India’s Performance in Logistics in specific Segments

The above case studies confirmed the following





The inordinate delays in loading and customs processes in Indian sea-ports.
The processes for imports, ironically, are better than those for exports.
The large variance in process time means that exports are forced to account for
the uncertainty by padding extra waiting time.
The processes of Indian airports should be adapted and replicated in sea-ports.

Way forward: AEO status should be promoted along with Digitisation and integration
of multiple agencies onto a single platform. A holistic assessment and a sustained
effort to ease business regulations and provide an environment for businesses to
flourish would be a key structural reform that would enable India to grow at a
sustained rate of 8-10 per cent per annum and leapfrogging towards a five trilliondollar economy by 2024-25.
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Authorised Economic
Operator (AEO) is a
programme under the
aegis of the World
Customs Organization
(WCO)
SAFE
Framework
of
Standards to secure
and facilitate Global
Trade.
The programme aims
to
enhance
international
supply
chain security and
facilitate movement of
goods.
An entity with an AEO
status is considered a
‘secure’ trader and a
reliable
trading
partner.
AEO is a voluntary
programme. It enables
Indian Customs to
enhance
and
streamline
cargo
security through close
cooperation with the
principle stakeholders
of the international
supply
chain.
Anyone involved in the
international
supply
chain that undertakes
Customs
related
activity in India can
apply for AEO status
irrespective of size of
the business
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1. Case study of Exporting Apparels: In this case study, the exporter doesn’t have
AEO status (see the box on the margins). Of the total 41 days taken by the
consignment from factory in Delhi to warehouse in Maine (USA), 19 days were
spent in India, 19 days at sea and roughly three days in the United States. There
is obvious scope for improvement.
2. Case study of Exporting Carpets: A carpet manufacturer, who is an AEO,
exporting products from Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh to New Jersey in the U.S. If
the 40 days, 13 days are spent in India, another 22 days at sea and 4-5 days in
the U.S. before the consignment reaches the final buyer in New Jersey.
Although, being an AEO significantly reduces the number of days a shipment
takes to depart from India (compared to the previous case), it still takes an
inordinate amount of time within the country.
3. Case Study of Importing Carpets : importing carpets from Milan, Italy to a
warehouse in Beawar, Rajasthan. While it takes only one day in Italy to
transport, and complete border compliance and documentation, India takes
eight days to complete the import process (note that the importer for this study
was an Authorised Economic Operator). Nonetheless, it is interesting to note
that the imports process takes less time than the exports process.
4. Case Study of Electronics: company based in Bangaluru exporting to Hongkong.
At the airport, it takes one hour to enter exports terminal. So far, there is no
difference between AEO and non-AEO. However, total time spent at the airport
for Customs and examination process is just two hours for AEO-T2 operators.
Non-AEO operators take 6 hours. In fact, after AEO implementation, the total
time spent in India (six hours) is less than that spent in Hong Kong (seven
hours). In fact, after AEO implementation, the total time spent in India (six
hours) is less than that spent in Hong Kong (seven hours).
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Chapter 7: Golden Jubilee of Bank Nationalisation: Taking Stock
In 2019, India completed the 50th anniversary of bank nationalization. It is,
therefore, apt to celebrate the accomplishments of the Public Sector Banks (PSBs). At
the same time, an objective assessment of PSBs is apposite. Since 1969, India has
grown significantly to become the 5th largest economy in the world. Yet, India’s
banking sector is disproportionately under-developed given the size of its economy.
Historically, in the last 50 years, the top-five economies have always been ably
supported by their banks. If India’s banks play a role proportionate to its economic
size, India should have six banks in the top 100.
Global Ranking - In 2019, when Indian economy is the fifth largest in the world, our
highest ranked bank—State Bank of India— is ranked a lowly 55th in the world and is
the only bank to be ranked in the Global top 100. Countries like Sweden and Singapore,
which are respectively about 1/6th and 1/8th the economic size of India, have thrice
the number of global banks as India does.
Survey summarises that India is facing dwarfism in banking sector when compared to
the country’s characteristics: size of the economy (GDP), development of the economy
(GDP per capita) and population.
Banking structure : Since Nationalisation till today




The modern banking system in India has its roots in the colonial era starting in
the 1800s. PSBs in India were formed through two waves of nationalizations,
one in 1969 and the other in 1980.
After the 1980 nationalization, PSBs had a 91 per cent share in the national
banking market with the remaining 9 per cent held by “old private banks”
(OPBs) that were not nationalized. However the share of PSBs has reduced to
70% in recent times. Reduced stake has been absorbed by New Private Banks
(NPBs) which came up in early 1990s after liberalization.

The government exercises significant control over all aspects of PSB operations ranging
from policies on recruitment and pay to investments and financing and bank
governance including board and top management appointments.

Benefits of Nationalisation: The allocations of banking resources to rural areas,
agriculture, and priority sectors increased, which can be seen with the help of
following data :
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The majority ownership by the government also subjects PSB officers to scrutiny of
their decisions by the central vigilance commission and the comptroller auditor
general. With no real restrictions on what can be investigated and under what
circumstances, officers of state-run banks are wary of taking risks in lending or in
renegotiating bad debt, due to fears of harassment under the veil of vigilance
investigations.
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The number of rural bank branches increased ten-fold from about 1,443 in
1969 to 15,105 in 1980.
Credit to rural areas increased from Rs. 115 crore to Rs. 3,000 crore, a twentyfold increase.
Between 1969 and 1980, credit to agriculture expanded forty-fold from Rs. 67
crore to Rs. 2,767 crore, reaching 13 per cent of GDP from a starting point of 2
per cent.

However, A key confounder in such an interpretation is the role played by other
interventions around bank nationalization. For instance, the government initiated a
"green revolution" between 1967 and 1977. In addition, multiple anti-poverty
programmes mark India’s 4th and 5th five year plans that bookend its nationalization.
Confounding effects are introduced by the policies pursued by RBI after
nationalization.
Weakening of Public sector Banks (PSBs)






Frauds and NPAs : In 2019 public sector banks reported gross NPAs of Rs.7.4
lakh crore amounting to about 80 per cent of the NPAs of India's banking
system. The gross NPAs of PSBs amount to a significant 11.59 per cent of their
gross advances, although a slightly encouraging trend is that the NPA ratio is
below the 14.58 per cent ratio in 2018, raising hopes that the nonperforming
asset problem has peaked and is now coming down.
Return on assets (ROA) : Every rupee of taxpayer money invested in PSBs
fetches a market value of 71 paise. Whereas, every rupee invested in NPBs
fetches a market value of Rs. 3.70 i.e., more than five times as much value as
that of a rupee invested in PSBs.
Bank Credit Growth - The credit growth among PSBs has declined significantly
since 2013 and has also been anaemic since 2016. Even as New Private Banks
grew credit at between 15 per cent and 29 per cent per year between 2010 and
2019, PSB credit growth essentially stalled to the single digits after 2014,
ending up at a 4.03 per cent growth in 2019 compared 15 per cent to 28 per
cent from 2010 to 2013.

Banking crises are due to some combination of unsustainable macroeconomic policies,
market failures, regulatory distortions, and government interference in the allocation
of capital.
Way forward: Enhancing the efficiency of PSBs

(i)

Highly favourable demographics – 62 per cent of India’s population is
between 15 and 60 and a further 30 per cent of the population is under 15.
Thus, India is poised to enjoy the benefits of a substantial working age
population for a long period of time.
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India is at a critical inflection point in her growth trajectory due to a unique confluence
of factors, which
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A Modern digital infrastructure supported by the JAM “trinity” of near-100
per cent financial inclusion, a biometrics-based unique identity system, and
a mobile network structure, and
A Uniform indirect taxation system (GST) to replace a fragmented, complex
state-level system.

India’s growth path depends on how quickly and productively these growth levers are
deployed using a well-developed financial system.
Previously, the Narasimhan Committee (1991, 1997), Rajan Committee (2007) and P J
Nayak Committee (2014) have provided several suggestions to enhance the efficiency
of PSBs. The Survey, therefore, focuses on two ideas for enhancing the efficiency of
PSBs that have hitherto not been explored, which are :


Use of FinTech (Financial Technology) across all banking functions.
Employee Stock Ownership across all levels.

Use of FinTech for PSB






The Survey showcases the availability of important ingredients with PSBs for
adopting FinTech such as local market insights, long operating histories, vast
geographical footprint and availability of large structured and unstructured
data.
Data in a structured form include credit information and credit scores based on
loan grants and repayments held in the credit registries or credit bureaus. The
richer, though unstructured, micro-data is available in text, images, geo-tagged
data, social network data, mobile apps, as well as other shallow or deep digital
footprints of current and potential customers.
To utilize these resources, following capabilities need to be developed
 Leveraging the prevalent structured and unstructured data requires new
data, analytics and modelling skills.
 The system will require complementary investments such as specialist
human capital with and orientation towards analytics.





Geo-tagging – the process of adding geographical identification such as latitude
and longitude to photos, videos or other media – can help lenders keep track of
the location of assets. If borrowers are mandated to periodically share geotagged evidence of collateralized assets with their lenders, it would be difficult
for them to remove these assets by stealth.
GPS systems - GPS devices, when affixed to collateralized equipment or
machinery, can alert lenders if these assets are moved out of the plant. Such
tracking systems ensure that the asset never leaves the lender’s sight. Example
- Kingfisher Airlines pledged a few helicopters (among other assets) to obtain
loans. Only when the lenders attempted to take possession of these assets did
they realize that the helicopters had fallen into disrepair and could fetch little
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For example
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more than scrap value. Therein lies a strong application of low-cost technology
to track the presence, use and quality of assets
Integrated data on collateral across all lenders in a geography may be
particularly useful in curbing double-pledging of collateral. For example, a party
may pledge the same collateral to multiple lenders to obtain multiple lines of
credit for the same project. As long as lenders rely on human control processes
and paper-based documentation to verify trades, such double-pledging easily
escapes notice.
SWIFT India – the messaging platform that PNB used to
transmit messages in the Nirav Modi case – recently announced a pilot
blockchain effort that allows lenders to log invoices and e-bills submitted to
them online, allowing other lenders to verify whether a trade they are looking
to finance has already been funded or the underlying collateral already
pledged. Such integrated data systems are essential to protect lenders.

Creation of a FinTech Hub for PSBs: The Public Sector Banking Network (PSBN)Survey proposes establishment of a GSTN like entity, called PSBN (PSB Network), to use
technology to screen and monitor borrowers comprehensively , which could have
following benefits :





It could address current issues like high operating costs, disjointed process
flows from manual operations and subjective decision making.
Tools such as Machine Learning (ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI) as well as Big
Data and matching provide banks the ability to recognize patterns quickly by
analysing vast dataset.
The AI-ML models can not only be employed when screening the corporate for
a fresh loan but also for constantly monitoring the corporate borrower.
PSBN could help PSBs take advantage of data with all the PSBs from past 50
years (better screening of borrowers and setting interest rates that better
predict ex-post loan performances )

36

Mechanism for PSBN: Customer approaches the PSB and indicates their loan
requirement and PSB transfers this information to PSBN. PSBN completes the KYC
process and generates a credit profile of the customer. Further, based on this profile
the PSB takes the decision on the amount and rate of loan to be given.
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PSBs would be able to make quicker decisions, process loan applications faster, and
reduce turn-around times (TAT). These would, in turn, help PSBs to compete better
with NPBs. In fact, PSBN can provide informational advantages that NPBs are unlikely
to be able to match.
The case for employee stakes in PSBs







Survey argues that the current salary-based compensation mechanism
encourages employees to prefer safety and conservatism over risk-taking and
innovation.
As a solution to this Survey suggests that a portion of the government stakes
can be transferred to employees exhibiting good performance across all levels
of the organization through Employee Stock Option Plans (ESOPs).
This may encourage risk-taking and possible change of mindset from that of an
employee to that of an owner.
The Survey also recommends that PSBs need to enable cutting-edge
recruitment practices that allow lateral entry of professionals and recruitment
of professionally trained talent at the entry level (For example, the possibilities
generated by FinTech call for recruitment of professionals with domain skills in
technology, data science, finance, and economics)

37

These will make PSBs more efficient so that they are able to adeptly support the nation
in its march towards being a $5 trillion economy. All these recommendations need to
be seriously considered and a definite, timebound plan of action drawn up. With the
cleaning
up
of
the
banking
system
and
the
necessary legal framework such as the IBC, the banking system must focus on scaling
up efficiently to support the economy.
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Chapter 8 - Financial Fragility in the NBFC Sector
Following the payment defaults by subsidiaries of Infrastructure Leasing and Financing
Services in 2018 and by Dewan Housing Finance Limited in 2019. The chapter aims to
deconstruct the risks faced by NBFC sector while differentiating Housing Finance
Companies (HFCs) and Retail NBFCs. The chapter also creates a Health Score which
could act as a policy tool for better financial regulation of NBFCs.
What happened?





Two subsidiaries of IL&FS defaulted on their payments in the period from June
to September 2018, while DHFL did so in the period from June to August 2019.
The defaulted amount was approximately Rs. 1500-1700 crore.
The associated debt mutual funds started writing off their investments in
stressed NBFCs and the assets of these NBFCs were selling at fire sale prices.
This consequently led to decline in equity prices of stressed NBFCs which
decreased the capacity of NBFCs to raise funds. This resulted in decreased
overall credit growth and a simultaneous decline in GDP growth.

Functioning mechanism of NBFC: Financial institutions rely on short term financing to
fund long-term investments. This reliance on short-term funding causes an asset
liability management (ALM) problem because asset side shocks expose financial
institutions to the risk of being unable to finance their business.
More specifically, in the context of the liquidity crisis in the NBFC sector, the
conceptual framework flow is built on following insights:
NBFCs raise capital in the short-term (1-3 months) commercial paper (CP)
market at a lower cost, as compared to the long term (5-10 years)
nonconvertible debenture (NCD) market but face the risk of rolling over the
CP debt at short frequencies of few months. The frequent repricing exposes
NBFCs to the risk of facing higher financing costs and, in the worst case,
credit rationing. Such refinancing risks are referred as Rollover Risk.

(ii)

When an asset-side shock reduces expected future cashflows for an NBFC, it
adversely affects the ALM problem in the NBFC and thereby risk
perceptions about the NBFC.

(iii)

Such a shock amplifies the NBFC’s problems when its liability structure is
over-dependent on short-term wholesale funding such as commercial
paper, which requires frequent refinancing.

(iv)

The LDMF sector is a primary source of short-term wholesale funds in the
NBFC sector connected with the Liquidity Debt Mutual fund (LDMF) sector.

38

(i)
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(v)

Shocks in the NBFC sector may lead to concerted redemptions by investors
in the LDMF sector at firesale prices. Faced with this situation, LDMFs may
withdraw funding to the NBFC sector when refinancing is due. Such a
reinforcing cycle can quickly turn into a vicious cycle, leading to a liquidity
crisis in the NBFC sector

(vi)

In general, if the quantum of defaults is large enough (as was the case with
IL&FS and DHFL), it can spread panic among the investors in CP leading to
concerted redemptions in the LDMF sector (systemic risk within the LDMF
sector).

Rollover risk :- The NBFCs raise capital in short-term market but the assets of NBFCs
are of longer duration. Thus, there arises a need for refinancing the debt at short
frequencies. The frequent repricing exposes NBFCs to the risk of facing higher
financing costs. Such refinancing risks are referred as Rollover Risk.
The rollover risk is a combination of risks associated with asset-liability management,
Interconnectedness with Liquid Debt Mutual Fund (LDMF) Sector and Financial and
Operating Resilience.

Risks form Asset Liability mismatch :Liabilities are of much shorter duration than assets which tend to be of longer
duration, especially loans given to the housing sector. This mismatch implies
that an NBFC must maintain a minimum amount of cash or cash-equivalent
assets to meet its short-term obligations.

39
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During periods of stress, there may be a significant drop in periodic cash flows
that would normally arise from an NBFC’s longterm assets. This exacerbates
Rollover Risk.

Risks form Interconnectedness:




This risk arises when the liability structure of NBFCs is over-dependent on short
term wholesale funds. The LDMF sector is a primary source of wholesale shortterm funding. This interconnectedness is a channel for the transmission of
systemic risk from the NBFC sector to the LDMF sector and vice versa.
If and when the LDMF sector is faced with redemption pressures, it is reluctant
to roll over loans to the NBFC sector (Rollover Risk), causing a liquidity crunch in
the NBFC sector. Redemption Pressure can be described as repayment pressure
of any security at or before the asset's maturity date

Financial and Operating Resilience (indicating balance sheet strength and associated
risk of NBFCs)




Measures of financial resilience of NBFCs are commercial paper (CP) as a
percentage of borrowings, Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) and provisioning
policy.
While measures of operating resilience are cash as a percentage of borrowings,
loan quality and operating expense ratio (Opex Ratio).

Diagnostic to Financial Fragility : a methodology is developed to estimate a dynamic
health index for an individual NBFC (referred to this index as the Health Score) and it
was found that it can predict the constraints on external financing (or refinancing
risk) faced by NBFC firms. This index is called as the Health Score, which ranges
between -100 to +100 with higher scores indicating higher financial stability of the
firm/sector.
The Health Score employs information on the key drivers of refinancing risk such as
Asset Liability Management (ALM) problems, excess reliance on short-term
wholesale funding (Commercial Paper) and balance sheet strength of the NBFCs.
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The Health Score of a stressed NBFC was consistently low throughout the period 201119 with a sharp decrease in 2017-18. Hence, the Health Score of the stressed NBFC
over the entire eight- year period provided significant early warning signal.
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What should be done?

41

1. Regulators can employ the Health Score methodology to detect early warning
signals of impending rollover risk problems in individual NBFCs. Downtrends in
the Health Score can be used to trigger greater monitoring of an NBFC.
2. When faced with a dire liquidity crunch situation, as experienced recently,
regulators can use the Health Score as a basis for optimally directing capital
infusions to deserving NBFCs to ensure efficient allocation of scarce capital.
3. The above analysis can also be used to set prudential thresholds on the extent
of wholesale funding that can be permitted for firms in the shadow banking
system.
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Chapter 9- Privatization and Wealth Creation
This chapter examines the realized efficiency gains from privatization in the Indian
context and the before-after performance of few CPSEs that had undergone strategic
disinvestment from 1999-2000 to 2003-04. The analysis clearly affirms that
privatization unlocks the potential of CPSEs to create wealth.
Impact of privatisation : The recent approval of strategic disinvestment in Bharat
Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) led to an increase in value of shareholders’
equity of BPCL by Rs 33,000 crore when compared to its peer Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited (HPCL).
Case study: UK model of Privatization : The British privatization programme started in
1980 under the stewardship of then Prime Minister of United Kingdom (UK), Margaret
Thatcher in various phases :






Initial phase (1979-81), the focus was on privatizing already profitable entities
to raise revenues and thus reduce public-sector borrowing like in British
Aerospace and Cable & Wireless.
Next phase (1982-86), focus shifted to privatizing core utilities and the
government sold off Jaguar, British Telecom, the remainder of Cable & Wireless
and British Aerospace, Britoil and British Gas.
Most aggressive phase (1987-91), British Steel, British Petroleum, Rolls Royce,
British Airways, water and electricity were sold.

Strategic disinvestment
is guided by the basic
economic principle that
Government
should
discontinue
its
engagement
in
manufacturing/
producing goods and
services in sectors
where
competitive
markets have come of
age.

Methods which were used in Privatisation: First method is Initial public offering (IPO)
of all or a portion of company shares. Second method is Direct sale or trade sale,
which involves the sale of a company to an existing private company through
negotiations or competitive bidding. A third privatization method is an employee or
management buyout.
In most cases, British privatizations went hand-in-hand with reforms of regulatory
structures. The government understood that privatization should be combined with
open competition when possible. Researchers have found that privatization in train
companies in UK was associated with increased efficiency and that the privatization
facilitated creation of competitive market.





In the initial phase, this was done through the sale of minority stake in bundles
through auction.
This was followed by separate sale for each company in the following years, a
method popularly adopted till 1999-2000.
India adopted strategic sale as a policy measure in 1999-2000 with sale of
substantial portion of Government shareholding in identified Central PSEs
(CPSEs) up to 50 per cent or more, along with transfer of management control.
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Evolution of disinvestment in India : The liberalization reforms undertaken in 1991
ushered in an increased demand for privatization/ disinvestment of PSUs.
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Strategic Sales have got a renewed push after 2014

The Government has been following an active policy on disinvestment in CPSEs
through the various modes :1. Disinvestment through minority stake sale in listed CPSEs to achieve minimum

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

public shareholding norms of 25 per cent. While pursuing disinvestment of
CPSEs, the Government will retain majority shareholding, i.e., at least 51 per
cent and management control of the Public Sector Undertakings;
Listing of CPSEs to facilitate people’s ownership and improve the efficiency of
companies through accountability to its stake holders - As many as 57 PSUs are
now listed with total market capitalisation of over ` 13 lakh crore.
Strategic Disinvestment - involves sale of substantial portion of Government
shareholding in identified Central PSEs (CPSEs) up to 50 per cent or more, along
with transfer of management control.
Buy-back of shares by large PSUs having huge surplus;
Merger and acquisitions among PSUs in the same sector;
Launch of exchange traded funds (ETFs) - an equity instrument that tracks a
particular index. The CPSE ETF is made up of equity investments in India’s major
public sector companies like ONGC, REC, Coal India, Container Corp, Oil India,
Power Finance, GAIL, BEL, EIL, Indian Oil and NTPC; and
Monetization of select assets of CPSEs to improve their balance sheet/reduce
their debts and to meet part of their capital expenditure requirements.

There are about 264 CPSEs under 38 different Ministries/Departments.
Since the government of India adopted strategic sale as a policy measure in 1999-2000,
11 CPSEs had undergone strategic disinvestment from 1999-2000 to 2003-04.
Examples include BALCO, Maruti, Hindustan Zinc etc.
NITI Aayog has been mandated to identify PSUs for strategic disinvestment. For this
purpose, NITI Aayog has classified PSUs into “high priority” and “low priority”, based
on (a) National Security (b) Sovereign functions at arm’s length, and (c) Market
Imperfections and Public Purpose.





Net worth: The net worth of a company is what it owes its equity shareholders.
This consists of equity capital put in by shareholders, profits generated and
retained as reserves by the company. On an average, the net worth of privatized
firms increased from Rs. 700 crore before privatization to Rs. 2992 crore after
privatization, signalling significant improvement in financial health and increased
wealth creation for the shareholders.
Net Profit: This is the net profit of the company after tax. An increase in net profit
indicates greater realizations from the company after incurring all the operational
expenses. On an average, the net profit of privatized firms increased from Rs. 100
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indicates the income
of the company from
sales of goods and
other non- financial
activities.
Return on assets
(ROA): It captures the
ratio of profits after
taxes (PAT) to the
total average assets of
the
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Survey has examined the realized efficiency gains from privatization in the Indian
context, which shows following results:-
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crore before privatization to Rs. 555 after privatization compared to the peer
firms.
Each privatized CPSE witnessed improvement in net worth, net profit, gross revenue,
net profit margin, sales growth, Return on Asset in the post privatization period
compared to pre privatization period.
Way forward:




Aggressive disinvestment, through the route of strategic sale will bring in higher
profitability, promote efficiency, increase competitiveness and to promote
professionalism in management in CPSEs. This would, in turn, unlock capital for use
elsewhere, especially in public infrastructure like roads, power transmission lines,
sewage systems, irrigation systems, railways and urban infrastructure.
Many of the CPSEs are profitable but they have generally underperformed the
market. The aim of any privatization or disinvestment programme should,
therefore, be the maximisation of the Government’s equity stake value. For this
the survey proposed a structure for Corporatisation of Disinvestment. Under it the
Government can transfer its stake in the listed CPSEs to a separate corporate
entity managed by an independent board. This entity would be mandated to divest
the Government stake in these CPSEs over a period of time. This will lend
professionalism and autonomy to the disinvestment programme..
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Case study : Singapore model of Privatisation : Temasek Holdings was incorporated
by Government of Singapore on 25 June 1974, as a private commercial entity, to hold
and manage its investments in its government-linked companies (GLCs). Temasek
Holdings is wholly owned by the Ministry for Finance and operates under the
provisions of the Singapore Companies Act. Temasek’s board comprises 13 members—
mostly non-executive and independent business leaders from the private sector. The
company has since expanded its operations to cover key areas of business in sectors
such as telecommunications, media, financial services, energy, infrastructure,
engineering, pharmaceuticals and the bio-sciences.
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Chapter 10- Is India’s GDP Growth Overstated? No!

To achieve the objective of becoming a USD 5 trillion economy by 2025, a strong
investment climate is critical. The Economic Survey of 2018-19 laid out the role of
investment, especially private investment, in driving demand, creating capacity,
increasing labour productivity, introducing new technology, allowing creative
destruction, and generating employment. Undoubtedly, investment assumes primacy
in catalyzing the economy into a virtuous cycle.
As investors deciding to invest in an economy care for the country’s GDP
growth, uncertainty about its magnitude can affect investment. Therefore, the recent
debate about India’s GDP growth rates following the revision in India’s GDP estimation
methodology in 2011 assumes significance, especially given the recent slowdown in
the growth rate.
The growth rate of the economy is a pre-eminent driver of investment decisions.
Moreover, the level and growth rate of a country’s GDP informs several critical policy
initiatives by serving as a barometer of the economy’s size and health.
In the recent past, there have been debates and discussions among scholars and
citizens alike on correctness of India’s GDP estimation (post-2015 changes in
methodology). This chapter aims to examine this argument of mis-estimation and
estimate the inaccuracy, if any.
Need to check the mis-estimation of GDP
 GDP estimate plays an important role in highlighting growth prospects of an
economy which have a direct effect on investor sentiment.
 If the evidence of a mis-estimation is credible and robust, a radical upheaval of
the estimation methodology should follow.
Observations made by the Survey : The models that incorrectly over-estimate GDP
growth by over 2.77 per cent for India post-2011 also mis-estimate GDP growth over
the same time period for 51 other countries.







The variables that are used (export, import, real credit to industry etc.) have
unstable correlations with the GDP estimate. (i.e. the correlation between
them varies from positive to negative)
The standard methodology makes a fundamental assumption of “paralleltrend” and also does not account for the statistical risks. (Like omitted variable
bias)

To overcome the issues generated by standard model, the Survey has adopted
a generalized model which also includes the country fixed effects (effects
specific to each country).
The generalized model decreases the value of ‘mis-estimation of GDP’ to
negligible levels and also highlights that the generated value is not very reliable.
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The Survey states that the exact pattern of India’s GDP and how it evolves over
time is far from clear. Much more study is required in this regard.
 The Survey suggests the macro-variables like GDP should be synergistically
viewed with micro-level evidence. (As highlighted in Volume-1 Chapter 2 of the
Survey). For example: The granular evidence shows that a 10 per cent increase in new firm creation
increases district level GDP growth by 1.8 per cent. This district level GDP
growth must be viewed in consonance with country-level GDP growth.
 New firm creation in the Service sector is far greater than that in
manufacturing, infrastructure or agriculture. This is consistent with the macro
fact on the relative importance of the Services sector in the Indian economy.
 Emphasizing on the importance of India’s statistical infrastructure, the Survey has
lauded setting-up of 28-member Standing Committee on Economic Statistics
(SCES).
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Chapter 11- Thalinomics: The Economics of a Plate of Food in India
“Thalinomics: The economics of a plate of food in India” – is an attempt to
quantify what a common person pays for a Thali across India.
As food is a necessity, a rapid rise in the price of a Thali has the most direct and
conspicuous effect on the common man. Indeed, food and beverages constitute
around 45.9 per cent in the Consumer Price Index Combined. The most effective way,
therefore, to communicate the trends in prices to the common man is through the cost
incurred in putting together one complete, homemade meal – the Indian Thali.
Two types of Thalis are analysed: a vegetarian Thali and a non-vegetarian one. A
vegetarian Thali comprises of a serving of cereals, sabzi and dal and the nonvegetarian Thali comprises of cereals, sabzi and a nonvegetarian component. The
evolution of prices of these two Thalis during the period from 2006-07 to October,
2019-20 is analysed.
The quantities of constituents required for preparation of a Thali were based on the
dietary guidelines prescribed for Indians by National Institute of Nutrition.
Observations:






2015-16 can be considered as a year when there was a shift in the dynamics of
Thali prices. Many reform measures were introduced since 2014-15 to enhance
the productivity of the agricultural sector as well as efficiency and effectiveness
of agricultural markets for better and more transparent price discovery.
Both across India and the four regions – North, South, East and West – we find
that the absolute prices of a vegetarian Thali have decreased significantly
since 2015-16, though the price has increased during 2019-20.
Using the annual earnings of an average industrial worker, we find that
affordability of vegetarian Thalis improved 29 per cent from 2006-07 to 201920 while that for non vegetarian Thalis improved by 18 per cent.
The average yearly gain to the household of 5 individuals would be around Rs.
10,887 and Rs. 11,787 for vegetarian and non-vegetarian Thali respectively.
(This has been observed across regions with some expectations.)

In order to do this, we can look at what share of his/her daily wages does a worker
require to acquire two Thalis a day for his/her household members. If this metric
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Affordability of Thali : While the price of a Thali indicates the cost of consuming a
healthy plate of food, knowing whether prices are increasing or decreasing is not
sufficient to infer whether the common person is better-off or worseoff. What is also
important to see is how have the earnings of the individual changed during the same
period of time compared to the prices of a Thali.
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decreases over time, we can conclude that the individual is better-off. On the other
hand, if this metric increases, we can infer the contrary.
Survey has estimated and From Figure 5, it is observed that the affordability of Thalis
has increased over the years. In terms of vegetarian Thali, it is found that, an
individual who would have spent around 70 per cent of his/her daily wage on two
Thalis for a household of five in 2006- 07 is able to afford same number of Thalis
from around 50 per cent of his daily wage in 2019-20 (April to October). Similarly, the
affordability of non-vegetarian Thalis has also increased with the share of wages
required decreasing from around 93 per cent.

Food is not just an end in itself but also an essential ingredient in the growth of
human capital and therefore important for national wealth creation.
‘Zero Hunger’ has been agreed upon by nations of the world as a Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG). This goal (SDG 2) is directly related to other SDGs such as
Goal 1 (No poverty), Goal 4 (Quality Education), Goal 5 (Gender equality), Goal 12
(Responsible consumption and production), Goal 13 (Climate action) and Goal 15
(Life on Land).

Affordability of Thalis vis-à-vis a day’s pay of a worker has improved over time
indicating improved welfare of the common person.
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In this chapter Survey observes that at the all-India level as well as regional levels,
moderation in prices of vegetarian Thali have been witnessed since 2015-16 though
Thali prices have increased this year. This is owing to the sharp downward turn in the
prices of vegetables and dal in contrast to the previous trend of increasing prices. In
terms
of
the
inflation
in
Thali
prices
and all the components, we find a distinct declining trend during the period under
review.

